
We followed an idea that has opened the doors of the designed space.
We have simplified a rigid concept  by adding flexibility.

We thought of a product that follows the continuous changes of living.
Letroh was founded in Milan based on the experience of Marco Spada and Stefano Arioli.

We have designed pushing us to the essence of the shape.
We have designed searching for details.

We have created thinking of the function and its use.
Nodo is designed by Marco Spada and Alessandra Gipponi.

We have engineered and industrialized a system starting from a clear idea.
We have decided to produce all parts of the product in Italy.

We chose durable and recyclable materials.
Nodo is protected internationally by industrial invention patents.

We had fun, got angry and were challenged, and were convinced of making something new and useful.

Marco and Stefano
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A unique sign. No trace.
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Going against the flow.
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New ideas are turned on.
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Do not follow the flow,
bring it where you want.
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NODO,
a simple formula.
  

Adds flexibility, eliminates constraints, multiplies the possibilities and halves the 
costs. 

NODO is an innovative track that lets you position and move sockets, lighting 
fixtures and accessories wherever and whenever you want with a simple gesture 
and without tools.
The architectural design is free from electrical system rigidities, leaving space to 
decisions, choices, and to any change.
The flexibility of the system results in economic benefits due to the limitation of the 
masonry work and design benefits given by the freedom to move, add and remove 
the plugs.
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ACCESSORIESLIGHTSSOCKETS

NODO

electrosophy:
A 3-phase solution.

INSTALLATION
Smart-ON system for quick and safe electrical connections.

Easy to install, no courses needed.

PHASE 2

USE
Possibility to change the positioning of sockets, lights and accessories 
without instruments

Shuttle system for easy and intuitive use

Essential design

No trace: elimination of masonry wall charges

PHASE 3

PROJECT
Possibility of deciding on the placement of the sockets after the end of the works.

No traces for works where you can not or do not want to break.

Ultra-flat shape, does not require formwork.

Quick and closed yard quality solution.

Can be used again in case of temporary installations.

PHASE 1
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NODO is a subtle electric revolution.
The essential design and ultra-slim shape make it an innovative system, with aesthetics that fit easily into any type of 
environment.
NODO chooses the quality and resistance of a noble and recyclable material. 
Tracks, corners, joints and all accessories are made of extruded aluminium with anodized finish in two versions: satin silver, 
polished silver and white.

AL
Aluminium

20 mm
Ultra flat thickness

Design and technology
They slide on the same track.
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The research of shapes and materials is expressed in the design
of individual details. 
End terminal made of aluminium and transparent plastic material.
Retractable fastening system.

p. 69NODO SUPPORTS AND TERMINALS

Thickness 20 mm.
The three-phase track becomes
ultra flat.
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NODO is an extremely safe system and can be installed in many conditions of use, 
both in domestic and public environments. Made in compliance with lighting system 
and electrical conduit safety standards [CEI-EN 61534-1/21 and CEI-EN 60598-1] to 
be installed in accordance with the installation provisions.
All parts that compose the system, the NODO BOX socket groups and the lighting 
sources are directly connected to the earth line.

The Smart-ON device, designed by Letroh, enables a quick and safe connection 
of all system elements.
The technology and functionality of the Smart-ON are found in the linear and angu-
lar joints and in the power supplies.

p. 72NODO JOINTS

11 kW
Max load

3x16A
Separate switches

IIIIIlIIIIIIIII 
 Can be cut in place

SMART 

ON
Quick connection

We included the three-phase track technology in an ultra-flat profile in order to 
combine the total 11 kW Max (3x16A) power to the flexibility of 3 separate lines. 

NODO allows the socket elements and light to be fed at any point of the track.

NODO is protected internationally by industrial invention patents.

p. 68NODO TRACK
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First viewing
NODO allows to easily manage the power supply

of the electronic devices that are used daily.
NODO BOX is positioned where needed without unnecessary wiring.

The integrated LED STRIP lights up the environment for perfect viewing.

p. 74NODO BOX
p. 77LED STRIP
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NODO BOX is the socket system element that lets you simultaneously 
connect two devices for a maximum load of 3840W (16A/240V). 
It is designed in the high and low version to integrate the most common 
national and international sockets. NODO BOX with dual USB charger is 
coupled to the Italian/German standard socket.

p. 74NODO BOX

3840W
Total load (240V)

2 sockets
Integrated

USB 
Dual charger 

24 25
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Shuttle, the system node.

PHASE SELECTOR SWITCH

The Shuttle slide device is operated with a simple gesture that makes the mechanical 
coupling of the socket and light elements to the track and their electrical power 

supply possible at the same time.

The integrated phase selection switch lets you choose which of the 3 lines on the 
track to connect each element. 

With this device, it is possible to handle the switching on of lights and sockets 
separately. 

Connected to the three-phase network and with the electrical load divided on lines 
3, you get a total power of 11 kW.

NODO is protected internationally by industrial invention patents.

OPENED

CLOSED
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Science of power
Well dosed ingredients and a lot of research result in a unique taste: NODO is a perfect 
application in the kitchen.

NODO BOX allows you to use small appliances where needed, without being constrained 
to predetermined positions. The elements can be added and moved as needed.
The integrated LED STRIP lets you optimally and continuously light up the counter space. 
The SHELF, HOOK AND PAPER TOWEL ROLL HOLDER accessories add functionality to 
the track and free the work surface from unnecessary clutter.

p. 74NODO BOX
p. 77LED STRIP
p. 73ACCESSORIES
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Design, materials and finishes of the accessories 
follow the line of the project.

p. 73ACCESSORIES

32 33
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Reporter
The chronicle of light and current idea.

Placed against the headboard, NODO lets you manage double illumination:
diffused ambient lighting and precise lighting for reading.
NODO BOX powers the electronic devices where needed and the shelf adds space and order.

p. 74NODO BOX

p. 77LED STRIP
p. 73ACCESSORIES

p. 78NUO
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NODO shelf is a storage element that, thanks to its contour, allows the positioning 
of tablets up to 12.9" with two inclinations for a more enjoyable reading.

p. 73ACCESSORIES
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Essence is a rule.
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One product, many possibilities.
NEUTRA comes from the idea of being able to use a single product for different lighting solutions.

NEUTRA has a compact shape for Down Light and a double-joint arm to become a completely adjustable spotlight: 90° 
inclination on the horizontal plane and 360° rotation around the vertical axis.
Different shades LEDs [3000K, 4000K] with high colour rendition index [CRI 90]. User interchangeable perspective to 
change the ambient lighting [12°, 24° and 38°].
Available in Wallwasher version with asymmetric optics for diffuse wall or ceiling lighting.  
The Shuttle integrated phase selector lets you choose the electric line of the track to connect the spotlight.

p. 76NEUTRA

3 perspectives
interchangeable 12°, 24° and 38°

WW 
Walllsasher version

23 mm
Ultra-flat spotlight 360°

90°

DOWNLIGHT
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12° 24° 38° Wallwasher
Photometric curves - www.letroh.com Photometric curves - www.letroh.com
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Leit
motiv
We showcase a unique light and power 
system.

The versatility of the system has an 
essential and ultra flat track.
All system elements, made entirely 
of aluminium, make the track surface 
continuous: NODO is the new reference 
point for three-phase systems.

p. 74NODO BOX

p. 76NEUTRA
p. 78NUO
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NEUTRA spotlight on the suspended track.
The SMART-ON device allows the conductor joint to be moved to any point of the 
track allowing the creation of different configurations.

48 49
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Force and motion
The design runs with the flexibility: add and remove without limits.

NODO allows for 3 power lines, managed separately, for a total load of 11 kW.
The possibility of integrating and repositioning NODO BOX across the length of the track enables you to change the position 
and add equipment, free from the traditional electrical system constraints.
NODO comes complete with the light section: FLAT integrated fixture to diffuse ambient lighting, and NEUTRA spotlight for 
an adjustable light beam.
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The track shape has been studied to integrate the flexible optional LED STRIPS with ease and without seeing them.
When the track is suspended from the ceiling, the LED STRIP is in a Up Light position for indirect ambient lighting. 

When the track is fixed on a horizontal or vertical surface, the LED STRIP creates diffused lighting on the floor 
thanks to the Side Light position.

p. 77LED STRIP
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A bright idea
Creativity requires continuous energy.

NODO allows you to equip the conference table with NODO BOX and NUO to provide current and adequate lighting at each 
work station. When mounted to the ceiling, it offers several lighting possibilities thanks to the NEUTRA spotlight, the FLAT 
fixture and the indirect light of the LED STRIPS that are integrated into the track.

FLAT is a LED light fixture that is completely integrated to the track. The Smart-ON integrated device allows power supply of 
the light fixture and the electrical continuity between tracks.

p. 78FLAT

56 57
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Change of course
Cruise ships, hotels, temporary installations: when the environment changes look 
we must use easy to install, flexible and reusable elements.

NODO brings the light and socket point where needed. Each NODO BOX element has 
sockets on both sides. Table lamps, floor lamps, TV, sound bar, Blu-Ray player and mini 
bar are just some of the devices that can be placed in the environment and moved at will.
The flexibility of NODO is combined with the possibility of a proper night lighting: diffused 
light integrated in the track and a spotlight for reading that can be positioned as needed.

p. 74
p. 76
p. 78
p. 77

NODO BOX
NEUTRA
NUO
STRIP LED
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NUO, a reading lamp that frees your area from table lamp 
encumbrance. It is available in two versions, left and right.
The ON/OFF touch switch also enables light adjustment. 
It can be used on the wall or fixed on the work surface 
thanks to the dual track installation mode. 
The flexible arm is coated with charcoal woven fabric in 
the satin and polished silver finish versions, and light grey 
in the white finish version.

p. 78NUO

Combination between white 
finish and light grey fabric. 

60 61
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Energy drink
A relaxing moment away from home becomes the occasion to recharge your 
batteries.
While you take a break you can recharge the battery of your mobile devices.

When you move the furniture, everything slides on NODO: the repositioning of 
lights and outlets is done with a simple gesture.
Simplification of the electrical system thanks to quick installation and constant 
flexibility. All you need is a power outlet in order to have the light and sockets 
where you want them: without traces since the wall is not touched.
Ultra-flat shape and minimalist aesthetics; NODO is a track to be highlighted.

p. 74NODO BOX

p. 76NEUTRA
p. 78NUO
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Italian tailoring
With a customisable cut and a variety of finishes, NODO dresses your creativity.

The track and all the metal parts that complete the system can be treated with different 
finishing techniques: special anodizing, varnishing, veneer, sublimation and application of 
Di-Noc 3M® films. Materials such as wood, special metals, carbon, leather, stone and a 

multitude of other finishes can be faithfully reproduced to the sight and touch.

In addition to the standard versions, the tracks can be requested in special measures and 
light sources with different K degrees.

These solutions have been designed specifically for the Contract sector.
Contact our offices for any information on tailored solutions.
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Technical information

66 67
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Dust proof/steam proof seal

19042 Transparent

Silicone filling profile that can be cut to measure.

18

9 2 mt

Insert inside the track

NODO   TRACK   PATENT PENDING

Three-phase track

10010 Satin silver 100 cm
10110 Polished silver 100 cm
10310 White  100 cm

10020 Satin silver 200 cm
10120 Polished silver 200 cm
10320 White  200 cm

10030 Satin silver 300 cm
10130 Polished silver 300 cm
10330 White  300 cm

Track made of extruded aluminium.
Electrical copper conductors inserted in a profile of insulating 
material [glow wire 850°].

The 3 phase conductors and the common neutral conductor 
permit 3 distinct activations.
By connecting to the single phase alternating current the 
maximum load is 16A [3840W] broken down into 3 circuits.
By connecting to the three phase alternating current the 
maximum load is 16A [3 x 3840W = 11520 W].

There is a phase selector on the NODE BOX socket groups 
and on the NEUTRA and NUO spotlight; this phase selector 
is to be positioned based on the line selected for the power 
supply.

It is possible to install the system to the ceiling, wall or 
fastened to the work surface.

Track cut to measure to be installed by a qualified technician.

Use the the ceiling/wall mounting devices shown on the 
following page, by placing them in correspondence with the 
end parts of the installation and near the joints.
The use of a support every 100 cm of the track allows for a 
maximum load of 10 Kg per meter.

The track has grooves that enable the anti-glare installation of 
the 8 mm LED strips on both sides [Side Light] and LED strip 
up to 20 mm on the back [Up Light] if suspended. 

Protection rating I

Net weight 1 kg every 100 cm.

62

20The dashed line
indicates the open side of the track.

20 mm

80 mm

During installation keep
safety distance from any
other parts, as shown above

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

Protection rating IP20 The dust proof sealing 19042, made of 
vapour proof silicon material and that can be cut to size may be 
added to the track.

When the track is mounted to the wall horizontally the open 
side should be facing down.
Use the 19042 seal to prevent inadvertent introduction of 
NODO BOX, or lights, to the point on the track where you 
do not want or cannot place them in accordance with the 
installation provisions.

Ceiling support with suspension cable

19030 Support with 200 cm wire

50 mm

2 mt

Ceiling support kit consisting of plate for anchoring to the 
track, hardened steel wire [200 cm] and chrome mounting 
rosette with automatic system for cable adjustment. 

The use of a support every 100 cm of the track allows for a 
maximum load of 10 Kg per meter.

To power the track installed in suspension add the 19040 to 
the chosen power supply device [pg. 60].

Direct wall/ceiling support

19026 Direct support

757

48
Wall/ceiling support with retractable effect. The use of a 
support every 100 cm of the track allows for a maximum load 
of 10 Kg per meter.

RIGHT close terminal

19035 Satin silver
19135 Polished silver
19335 White

Made of insulating plastic material with anodized aluminium 
cover.

Net weight Kg 0.02

62

2532direction of insertion in the track
[the dashed line corresponds to open side]

LEFT close terminal

19037 Satin silver
19137 Polished silver
19337 White

Made of insulating plastic material with anodized aluminium 
cover.

Net weight Kg 0.02

62

25 32 direction of insertion in the track
[the dashed line corresponds to open side]

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

NODO   SUPPORTS AND TERMINALS
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Power feed of the RIGHT end

Cable to use for connection 5 x 1.5 mm².
Mount 3 16A fuses [not included].

Net weight Kg 0.38

19000 Satin silver
19100 Polished silver
19300 White

192

62

25

Direction of insertion in the track.
[the dashed line corresponds to open side]

Power feed of the LEFT end

19002 Satin silver
19102 Polished silver
19302 White

192

62

25

Direction of insertion in the track.
[the dashed line corresponds to open side]

Cable to use for connection 5 x 1.5 mm².
Mount 3 16A fuses [not included].

Net weight Kg 0.38

Central power feed

19004 Satin silver
19104 Polished silver
19304 White

190

62

25

It may be housed in both sides of track
Cable to use for connection 5 x 1.5 mm².
Mount 3 16A fuses [not included].

Net weight Kg 0.44

NODO   POWER FEED   PATENT PENDING

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

Cable clamp kit for ceiling power supply with suspended track

19040 Cable clamp kit

When integrated to the devices on this page enables power 
to the system when suspended. Use a multi polar cable with 
an external diameter of 9.5 mm [not included].

Maximum cable diameter: 9.5mm

NODO   JOINTS   PATENT PENDING

Linear conductor coupling

19020 Conductor

Enables the mechanical and electrical connection between 
two binaries.

Net weight Kg 0.13

it is housed between the two tracks

Insulating conductor coupling

19022 Insulator

Enables the mechanical connection between two binaries 
enabling the electrical isolation in various sectors, in turn, each 
of these must be powered.

Net weight Kg 0.12

it is housed between the two tracks

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

flexible conductor coupling [30 cm cable]

Enables the electrical connection between two binaries. The 
Smart-ON conductor elements can be positioned on any point 
of the track.

Net weight Kg 0.25

19010 30 cm

30 cm

Flexible conductor coupling [100 cm cable]

Enables the electrical connection between two binaries. The 
Smart-ON conductor elements can be positioned on any point 
of the track.

Net weight Kg 0.30

19014 100 cm

100 cm
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90° joint [INTERNAL track open side]

19006 Satin silver
19106 Polished silver
19306 White

190

93

insert it towards
the rails
[the dashed line
corresponds to open side]

Enables the mechanical and electrical connection between 
two binaries.

Net weight Kg 0.26

90° joint [EXTERNAL track open side]

19008 Satin silver
19108 Polished silver
19308 White

190

93

insert it towards
the rails
[the dashed line
corresponds to open side]

Enables the mechanical and electrical connection between 
two binaries.

Net weight Kg 0.26

INTERNAL angular joint

19016 Satin silver
19116 Polished silver
19316 White

Wall mounting

51

Enables the mechanical and electrical connection between 
two binaries.

Net weight Kg 0.22

NODO   JOINTS   PATENT PENDING

EXTERNAL angular joint

19018 Satin silver
19118 Polished silver
19318 White

Enables the mechanical and electrical connection between 
two binaries.

Net weight Kg 0.22

Wall mounting

51

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

Paper towel roll holder

Shelf with opening for housing paper towels [0 max 16 cm] or 
dish cloth.

Use is only possible with the track mounted on the wall. 

Net weight Kg 0.60

35020 Satin silver
35120 Polished silver
35320 White

300

178

147

Inside housing for roll (252 x 48 mm)

Shelf

Shelf for objects arranged for the placement of a tablet into 
two different inclinations.

Use is only possible with the track mounted on the wall. 
Maximum capacity 1.5 Kg

Net weight Kg 0.75

35010 Satin silver
35110 Polished silver
35310 White

300

178

147

NODO   ACCESSORIES

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

Hook

35030 Transparent [5 pieces]

Dish towel/kitchen tool hook.

Use is only possible with the track mounted on the wall. 
Maximum capacity 300 gr.

Net weight Kg 0.02

Burglar alarm

35040 Satin silver [5 pieces]

To be applied using integrated double sided tape to the 
sliding part of the Shuttle device present in NODO BOX, NUO, 
NEUTRAL in order to prevent movement and the consequent 
possibility of removal.

19

12

46

67

12
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Standard socket group for Italy

Double socket group 2 poles + earth
Standard for Italy type P11/P17 250V 10/16A
Maximum load per socket 2000W
Maximum load per group 3840W

Net weight Kg 0.30

30060 Satin silver
30160 Polished silver
30360 White

52 102

86

Standard socket group for Europe/America [without earthing] 

Double socket group 2 poles without earth
Standard for Europe/America 127V/250V 16A
Maximum load per socket [127V] 2000W
Maximum load per socket [250V] 2000W
Maximum load per group [127V] 2000W
Maximum load per group [250V] 3840W

Net weight Kg 0.30

30070 Satin silver
30170 Polished silver
30370 White

52 102

86

Dual USB charger + socket group standard for Italy / Germany

Dual USB charger output 5V/DC 2.4A
Total continuous power 12W
Short circuit/overload protection
+
Double socket 2 poles + earth + earth
Standard for Italy/Germany type P30 250V 16A
Maximum load socket 2000W
Maximum load per group 3840W

Net weight Kg 0.40

30080 Satin silver
30180 Polished silver
30380 White

74 102

86

74

Standard socket group for Switzerland

30040 Satin silver
30140 Polished silver
30340 White

52 102

86

Double socket group 2 poles + earth
Standard Switzerland 230V 10A
Maximum load per socket 2000W
Maximum load per group 3680W

Net weight Kg 0.30

NODO BOX   SOCKET GROUPS   PATENT PENDING

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

NODO BOX   SOCKET GROUPS   PATENT PENDING

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

Standard socket group for Italy/Germany

Double socket group 2 poles + earth + earth
Standard for Italy/Germany type P30 250V 16A
Maximum load per socket 2000W
Maximum load per group 3840W

Net weight Kg 0.39

74 102

86

30010 Satin silver
30110 Polished silver
30310 White

Standard socket group for Europe/America [with earthing]

Double socket group 2 poles + earth
Standard for Europe/America 127V/250V 16A
Maximum load per socket [127V] 2000W
Maximum load per socket [250V] 2000W
Maximum load per group [127V] 2000W
Maximum load per group [250V] 3840W

Net weight Kg 0.39

74 102

86

30090 Satin silver
30190 Polished silver
30390 White

Standard socket group for France

Double socket group 2 poles + central earth
Standard France 250V 16A
Maximum load per socket 2000W
Maximum load per group 3840W

Net weight Kg 0.39

74 102

86

30030 Satin silver
30130 Polished silver
30330 White

Standard socket group for Great Britain

Double socket group 2 poles + earth
Standard for Great Britain 250V 13A
Maximum load per socket 2000W
Maximum load per group 3840W

Net weight Kg 0.39

74 102

86

30020 Satin silver
30120 Polished silver
30320 White
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NODO   NEUTRA   PATENT PENDING

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

NEUTRA

LED spotlight. Arm with double joint, 90° inclination on the 
horizontal plane and 360° rotation around the vertical axis.
Anodized aluminium structure and dissipater, arm in chromed 
aluminium fusion.
Protective glass, easy secondary lens replacement. 
Integrated Shuttle device [enables the connection to the track 
power line selected].
Integrated power supply.

1 LED x  13 W - 350 mA - CRI 90  [1 150 lm - 3000K / 1200 lm - 4000K]
1 LED x 20W - 500 mA - CRI 90  [1900 lm - 3000K / 2000 lm - 4000K]

Net weight Kg 0.65

50041 Satin silver  13W - 3000K
50141 Polished silver  13W - 3000K
50341 White   13W - 3000K

50042 Satin silver  13W - 4000K
50142 Polished silver  13W - 4000K
50342 White    13W - 4000K

51002 12° lens
51004 24° lens
51006 38° lens

Source body [TO BE COMPLETED WITH LENS]

To be completed with

103

103

86

23
67

86

50051 Satin silver  20W - 3000K
50151 Polished silver  20W - 3000K
50351 White    20W - 3000K

50052 Satin silver  20W - 4000K
50152 Polished silver  20W - 4000K
50352 White   20W - 4000K

Photometric curves - www.letroh.com

NEUTRA Wallwasher

50061 Satin silver 3000K
50161 Polished silver 3000K
50361 White  3000K

103

103

86

23
67

86

50062 Satin silver 4000K
50162 Polished silver 4000K
50362 White  4000K

LED spotlights with Wallwasher integrated asymmetrical lens for 
diffuse lighting of the wall and ceiling.
Arm with double joint, 90° inclination on the horizontal plane 
and 360° rotation around the vertical axis.
Anodized aluminium structure and dissipater, arm in chromed 
aluminium fusion. Protection glass.
Integrated Shuttle device [enables the connection to the track 
power line selected].
Integrated power supply.

10W - 700 mA - CRI 90  [1425 lm - 3000K / 1500 lm - 4000K]

Net weight Kg 0.65

Photometric curves - www.letroh.com

NODO   LED STRIP

LED STRIP

Flexible and dimmable LED strip.
Attachment to the track using the integrated double sided tape.
Can be cut to measure [protection rating from IP44 to IP20].

210 LED/mt - 10W/mt - 24V  [580 lm/mt - 3000K / 790 lm/mt 4000K]

The track shape has been studied to integrate the flexible LED 
STRIPS with ease and without seeing them.

When the track is suspended from the ceiling, the LED STRIP is 
in a Up Light position for indirect ambient lighting.

When the track is fixed on a horizontal or vertical surface, the 
LED STRIP is placed in the Side Light position for diffused 
lighting on the surface. 

The electric installation is independent from the system.

Net weight Kg 0.13 [5 mt]

15301 3000K
15302 4000K

8 mm

Position of Strip LED
for SIDE LIGHT

8 mm

Position for Strip LED
for UP LIGHT
30 mm max

5 mt

8 mm

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

Power supply for LED STRIP

Power supply with constant voltage output. It must be housed 
in a remote position with respect to the installation performed 
with the NODO system [electrical installation is independent 
from the system].

INPUT 220/240V AC 50/60 Hz
OUTPUT 24V - 70W / 150W

Net weight Kg 0.30 [70 W] / Kg 0,40 [150 W]

25120 70 W
25125 150 W

End power supply for LED STRIP.

Integrated power supply with constant voltage output

INPUT 220/240V AC 50/60 Hz
OUTPUT 24V - 60W

Net weight Kg 0.38

25040 Satin silver
25140 Polished silver
25340 White

Power feed of the RIGHT end

25042 Satin silver
25142 Polished silver
25342 White

Power feed of the LEFT end

375

62

25

Direction of insertion in the track (RIGHT version).
[the dashed line corresponds to open side]

Direction of insertion in the track (LEFT version).
[the dashed line corresponds to open side]

230 / 240

60
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NODO   NUO - FLAT   PATENT PENDING

Measurements are in mm unless otherwise noted

FLAT

LED ceiling light, fully integrates to the track.

The Smart-ON integrated connectors enable the power supply 
of the LED circuit and the electrical continuity between tracks.
Must always be installed between two tracks.

When installed in suspended track, use 2 x 19030 [pg. 61].

Integrated power supply.

30W - CRI 90  [3350 lm - 3000K / 3500 lm / 4000K]

Net weight Kg 2.10

50071 Satin silver 3000K
50171 Polished silver 3000K
50371 White  3000K

50072 Satin silver 4000K
50172 Polished silver 4000K
50372 White  4000K

62

25 1500 [light di�user 1130]

Photometric curves - www.letroh.com

NUO

LED lighting device that has a flexible arm. The flexible arm is 
covered in anthracite grey fabric in the silver versions and light 
grey in the white versions.

Anodized aluminium structure and dissipater.

Integrated Shuttle device [enables the connection to the track 
power line selected].

Touch switch for switching on and the LED circuit diffraction.

Integrated power supply.

10 LED - 4,5W - 350 mA - CRI 90 - 400 lm - 3000K

Net weight Kg 0.50

50011 Satin silver RIGHT light
50111 Polished silver RIGHT light
50311 White  RIGHT light

50021 Satin silver LEFT light
50121 Polished silver LEFT light
50321 White  LEFT light

15Hose ø: 9mm
Maximum extension: 520 mm

100

LEFT
LIGHT

15Hose ø: 9mm
Maximum extension: 520 mm

100

RIGHT
LIGHT

Photometric curves - www.letroh.com
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Designed in Milan

Manufactured in Italy


